
 
Pennsylvania Technology Student Association - Region 2 

Judges Information and Directions 
 
Supplies 
Everything you need for your event should be in a “Judges’ Tub” at the location of your event.  The tub should 
have the following items: Rules with full rubric, Multi-student Scoring sheet, pens, pencils, calculators and the 
Event Registration Cover Sheet and Event Check In/Reporting sheet.  (More information on the back) 
Depending on your event’s needs, you might also have the following items: sign-up sheet for times, national 
updates (changes for rules after the publication of them), themes for the event or additional problems.  
 
Feedback & Quality 
Since this is the first step for students in competition (regional, state and national), many would like your 
feedback.  If you have time, consider giving feedback and mentioning areas that are great and/or areas they 
could improve.  This does not need to be specific.  Check-in Events: We have included sticky notes in your 
judges’ tub for feedback.  On Site Events (Face to Face): We have included white paper in the judges’ tub for 
feedback.  Please be sure to include the Participant ID with the comments. 
 
In addition, you might find a difference in the quality of some submissions.  For some students this is their first 
year, and others, it could be their sixth.  Students are permitted, and encouraged, to make revisions to their 
projects prior to the next conference.  Your feedback can assist them with these revisions.  
 
Event Variations 
There are some variations at regionals from the National Rules that are on the rules sheets.  Because of time 
constraints, some things in the National Rubric are not judges at this level. 
1- The LEAP Response (MS)/Report (HS) is required to be turned in for all events except those event names 
that begin with “PA - “.  While LEAPs are turned in, they are only evaluated to ensure they are complete. 
2- Some judging categories may also be eliminated.  The Multi-student Scoring sheets indicate all that is to be 
judged. 
3- Ignore the “Maximum Number of Entries” on the National Rules.  Each region sets its own number at this 
level.  The Event Registration Cover Sheets and Check In/Reporting sheets list the maximum number for each 
chapter for this conference. IF THEY APPEAR ON THE CHECK IN SHEET, THEY ARE PERMITTED IN THE 
EVENT. 
 
The Judges Room & Assistance 
Chris Miller and John Bratton, as well as the conference planning team are all available to you.  We will be 
making rounds during the day.  If you do need immediate assistance, please dial 2-5-4-7 from any school 
phone.  Someone in the room can reach us.  Please feel free to stop by the Judges’ Room for meals, snacks 
or just to take a break.  Boxed lunches will be available after 10:45.  You can eat in the room or take it back 
with you to your event.  For medical/security emergencies, please dial 2-9-9-9.  In addition, AEDs are 
located in the main and cafeteria lobbies. 
 
Finally, and most importantly, from the entire planning team and our students, thank you.  Without you, this 
conference could not happen.  You are one of PA-TSA’s greatest assets.  We hope you enjoy your day.  
 
John “Doc” Bratton, Judges Coordinator  

 



 
Event Procedures 
1- All entries need to be checked in on the Check In/Reporting sheets (sample below).  As a student checks in 
the entry, you or the student should initial that the entry was turned in.  For team events, collect ALL 
INDIVIDUAL IDS with the associated team number.  

 
Last three digits or all 7 are acceptable. 

 
Any signature acceptable, judge or participant. 

2- Only students/teams registered for the event should be checked in for the conference.  If an entry is turned 
in that is not on the list, please have the ADVISOR talk with the conference director. 
3- Make sure participant paperwork and projects have the same ID number of the participant’s ID badge. 
4- Almost all events have a “Go/No Go Specifications”.  It will be at the top of the judging rubric.  Use those 
specifications to determine if the ENTRY or the ENTRANT will be evaluated.  If the ENTRY or ENTRANT will 
not be evaluated, or DQed, use the “ENTRY NOT EVALUATED BECAUSE” forms and indicate the reason. 
ALL ENTRIES DQed, MUST BE CHECKED BY CHRIS MILLER OR JOHN BRATTON. 
5- Use the Multi-student/team Scoring sheet to assist in scoring the entries.  One sheet can hold 10 entries. 
Each judge should use one sheet for 10 entries.  

 
One individual or team ID listed per column.  

6- Record all final places on the Check In/Reporting sheet.  Please make sure that all ID numbers are clearly 
legible for team members.  NO TIES.  Please contact the event 
coordinator and John Bratton or Chris Miller to break the tie. 
CHANGE IN 2020: In order to determine the number of places 
you should record for the event, see the back of the paper. 
Places are now determined by the number of SUBMISSIONS at 
the conference, not the number of pre-registration.  
7- When your event is complete, turn the following into SHERRY 
MILLER in the Judges’ Room (547).  
a) Judges’ Tub with ALL  event paperwork, including rules, 
scoring sheets, themes & problems, etc. 
b) The Yellow or Blue Check In/Reporting sheets with RANKS, 
they get handed directly to SHERRY MILLER separately.  She 
will verify all results, ensure the correct number are on the paper 
and there are no ties or missing places.  
 

 


